
GENEVA: Switzerland yesterday said it
would lift its 40-year ban on gay and bisex-
ual men giving blood but will still prohibit
donations from those who have had sex in
the last year.   In shifting to a 12-month
abstinence requirement for donors, Swiss
guidelines fell in line with other European
countries like Britain and France, which
implemented bans following the discovery
of HIV in the early 1980s. The policy change
was approved by the Swiss Agency for
Therapeutic Products (Swissmedic), a feder-
al regulator, following an appeal from Swiss
Transfusion SRC, a division of the Red Cross
responsible for blood products.  

Switzerland’s 1977 ban on blood dona-
tions from men who have sex with men
(MSM) preceded the discovery of HIV. It was
triggered by fears of other pathogens with-
in the gay and bisexual male population,
although concern over HIV’s spread helped
sustain the policy.  In a statement,
Swissmedic noted that MSM in Switzerland
are still disproportionately at risk of con-

tracting HIV, accounting for roughly half of
all new cases in the country. But the guide-
lines “will not lead to an increased risk for
recipients of blood transfusions”, the regu-
lator said, adding that testing improve-
ments have made it dramatically easier to
detect infections. 

Enforcing the one-year deferral relies
entirely on prospective donors being hon-
est about their recent sexual activity, and
Swissmedic urged people to answer “truth-
fully” on the mandatory pre-donation
questionnaire. For Swiss Transfusion chief
Rudolf Schwabe, Tuesday’s policy shift
marked “a first change to discriminatory
regulation” even if the new rules are “far
from perfect.” He echoed calls from else-
where in Europe for blood donation guide-
lines to be completely detached from sexu-
al orientation and focused strictly on dis-
couraging donors who engage in high risk
behavior, whether they are gay or straight.
Swissmedic said the new rules will come
into effect on July 1. —AFP 

WASHINGTON: US anti-abortion advocates
have long dreamed of defeating their sworn
enemy Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court decision
that enshrines a woman’s right to the procedure
across all 50 states. But even with Trump’s
expected nomination yesterday of an anti-abor-
tion justice to the Supreme Court, abortion
opponents will have inched closer to victory but
not yet arrived at a cause for celebration. The
nomination of a conservative to replace
deceased justice Antonin Scalia would tilt the
court, which is currently divided evenly between
four conservative and four liberal justices.

But with conser vative justice Anthony
Kennedy sometimes joining the progressives
when it comes to abortion issues, Trump will
have no ironclad assurance on the matter. Only
with the death or resignation of one more jus-
tice might Trump be able to stack the court
against abortion. “There is now a serious risk to
women’s right to abortion, given what Trump
has said about his intentions and the likelihood
that there will be at least one retirement on the
high court in the next four years,” Sherry Colb, a
professor at Cornell Law School, said.

“If one or more of the five more liberal-on-
abortion justices should retire between now
and the end of Trump’s time in office (whether
that be four years or eight years from now),
then there would likely be five votes to overrule

Roe v. Wade.” Under such a scenario, states
would be free to restrict the right to abortion
and a Republican Congress could pass national
anti-abor tion legislation.  On Friday,  Vice
President Mike Pence hailed the new political
era as a “historic” time for the anti-abortion
movement.

Overturn unlikely   
The Roe v. Wade decision was handed down

on Jan 22, 1973, with seven justices backing it
and two dissenting. Now firmly rooted in legal
precedent by four decades of doctrine, the rul-
ing will be challenging to completely over-
throw. It is “unlikely that the Supreme Court
would overturn Roe v. Wade altogether. But the
constitutional right to an abortion would be
cut back significantly,” said abortion expert
Michael Dell. In a study published this month
by the Pew Institute, seven out of 10 Americans
are opposed to canceling Roe v Wade. 

And according to a Quinnipiac survey pub-
lished Friday, 64 percent of Americans believe
that abortion should remain legal, while 31 per-
cent believe the opposite. Roe v. Wade has had
a hectic existence, with its scope diminished by
subsequent Supreme Court decisions, and the
right to an abortion under constant attack by
legislatures in Republican states. Despite its
legality, abortion restrictions take many forms

such as bans on certain forms of the procedure,
lengthy waiting periods and administrative
complications, among other issues.

Under new restrictions, “the gravest impact
would be on poor women who lack the
resources to travel to where abortion is legal,”
Colb said. The Roe v. Wade decision handed
down 44 years ago ended a lengthy legal dra-
ma that began in the state of Texas three years
prior, where abortions were permitted only if
the pregnancy endangered the mother or child.
Norma McCorvey, a single mother who had a
rough childhood, was pregnant for a third time
and wanted an abortion. Encouraged by two
feminist lawyers, McCorvey filed suit under the
pseudonym Jane Roe against Dallas district
attorney Henry Wade.

Although her child was born, the case took
on a l ife of its own, becoming one of the
most important and best-known decisions
ever made by the Supreme Court. McCorvey
later became a fervent opponent to abortion,
converting to evangelical Protestantism and
then Catholicism before eventually coming
out as a lesbian. Trump’s announcement for
his Supreme Court justice comes after opti-
mistic anti-abor tion advocates rall ied on
Friday in Washington at the 44th annual anti-
abortion march, billed as the world’s largest
“pro-life” rally. —AFP 

PARIS: It may not feel like it, but our
Milky Way galaxy is barreling through the
Universe at more than two million kilo-
meters per hour. On Monday,
astronomers said they had discovered a
void in deep space that helps explain the
direction in which we are headed, and
our speed.

It turns out our galaxy is not only
being pulled by galactic forces, but
pushed as well, they wrote in the journal
Nature Astronomy.  The earth may feel
steady under our feet, but humanity’s
small corner of the Universe is subject to
an array of forces. The Earth spins on its
axis at about 1,600 kilometers per hour
and around the Sun at some 100,000
km/h. The Sun, in turn, travels at 850,000
km/h as it orbits the centre of our galaxy,
zipping through the expanding Universe. 

For a long time scientists have

assumed a dense region of the Universe
was drawing the Milky Way toward it
through gravitational pull. In the 1980s,
suspicion fell on an area called the Great
Attractor-a cluster of half-a-dozen galaxy
clusters some 150 million light years
from the Milky Way. “But the direction (of
the attraction) was not quite right,” study
co-author Daniel Pomarede of France’s
Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) said.

So astronomers turned their attention
some 600 million light-years beyond the
Great Attractor to an area of more than
two dozen galaxy clusters called the
Shapley Concentration. This still did not
sufficiently explain the Milky Way’s speed
or direction. On Monday, Pomarede and
a team said they had found the missing
link: our galaxy is not only being pulled,
but pushed as well.  —AFP 
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PARIS: Expansion of renewable energy cannot by
itself stave off catastrophic climate change, scientists
warned Monday. Even if solar and wind capacity con-
tinues to grow at breakneck speed, it will not be fast
enough to cap global warming under two degrees
Celsius, the target set down in the landmark 2015
Paris climate treaty, they reported in the journal
Nature Climate Change. “The rapid deployment of
wind, solar and electric cars gives some hope,” lead
author Glen Peters, a researcher at the Center for
International Climate and Environmental Research in
Oslo, Norway, said. “But at this stage, these technolo-
gies are not really displacing the growth in fossil
fuels or conventional transportation.” 

Earth is overheating mainly due to the burning of
oil, gas and especially coal to power the global econ-
omy.  Barely 1C of warming so far has already led to
deadly heat waves, drought and super storms
engorged by rising seas. The 196-nation Paris
Agreement set a collective goal to cap warming, but
lacks the tools to track progress, especially at the
country level. To provide a better toolkit, Peters and

colleagues broke down the energy system into half-
a-dozen indicators-GDP growth, energy used per
unit of GDP, CO2 emissions per unit of energy, share
of fossil fuels in the energy mix, etc. What emerged
was a sobering picture of narrowing options.

Barely a dent    
“Wind and solar alone are not sufficient to meet

the goals,” Peters said. The bottom line, the study
suggests, is how much carbon pollution seeps into
the atmosphere, and on that score renewable have-
so far-barely made a dent. Investment in solar and
wind has soared, outstripping fossil fuels for the
first time last year. And renewables’ share of global
energy consumption has increased five-fold since
2000. But it still only accounts for less than three
percent of the total. 

Moreover, the share of fossil fuels-nearly 87 per-
cent-has not budged due to a retreat in nuclear
power over the same 15-year period. Even a renew-
ables Marshall Plan would face an unyielding dead-
line: To stay under 2C, the global economy must be

carbon neutral-producing no more CO2 than can
be absorbed by oceans and forests-by mid-century.
Compounding the challenge, other key policies and
technologies deemed essential for holding down
temperatures remain woefully underdeveloped, the
study cautioned. 

In particular, the capacity to keep or pull carbon
dioxide out of the atmosphere and store it securely-
a cornerstone of end-of-century projections for a
climate-safe world-is practically non-existent.
Vetted by the UN’s top climate science panel, these
scenarios presume that thousands of industrial-
scale carbon capture and storage (CCS) facilities will
be up-and-running by 2030. As of today, there are
only one or two, with a couple of dozen in various
stages of construction.

Negative emissions
Another form of clean energy penciled into most

medium- and long-term forecasts that does not yet
exist on any meaningful scale is carbon-neutral bio
fuels. The idea is that CO2 captured while plants

grow will compensate for greenhouse gases released
when they are burned for energy. On paper, that car-
bon pollution will also be captured and stored,
resulting in “negative emissions”-a net reduction of
CO2 in the atmosphere. But here again, reality is
dragging its feet. “It is uncertain whether bio energy
can be sustainably produced and made carbon-neu-
tral at the scale required,” the researchers noted.

All of these technologies must come on line if we
are to have a fighting chance of keeping a lid of
global warming, which is currently on track to heat
the planet by 3C to 4C, the study concluded. Market
momentum alone is not enough, Peters added.
“There need to be a shift in focus,” he said in an email
exchange.”Politician seem happy to support wind,
solar and electric vehicles through subsidies. But
they are not willing to put prices”-a carbon tax, for
example “on fossil fuels.” “Unless the emissions from
fossil fuels goes down, the 2C target is an impossibili-
ty.” In an informal survey last week of top climate sci-
entists, virtually all of them said that goal is probably
already out of reach. —AFP

TOKYO: An experimental ‘space junk’ col-
lector designed to pull rubbish from the
Earth’s orbit has run into trouble, Japanese
scientists said yesterday, potentially a new
embarrassment for Tokyo’s high-tech pro-
gram. Over 100 million pieces of garbage
are thought to be whizzing around the
planet, including cast-off equipment from
old satellites and bits of rocket, which
experts say pose a growing threat to
future space exploration. Scientists at the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) are testing an electrodynamics
‘tether’-created with the help of a fishing
net company-to slow the junk down and
bring it into a lower orbit.

The hope was that the clutter-built up
after more than five decades of human
space exploration-would enter the Earth’s
atmosphere and burn up harmlessly long
before it has a chance to crash to the plan-
et. About 700 meters in length, the tether

was due to be extended out from a cargo
ship launched in Dec carrying supplies for
astronauts at the International Space
Station. But JAXA says it is not sure if the
tether, made from thin wires of stainless
steel  and aluminum, successfully
deployed or not.

JAXA will continue trying to remedy
the situation before the cargo ship is
expected to reenter the atmosphere on
Saturday, the agency added. The trouble
comes just two weeks after JAXA had to
abort a mission intended to use a mini-
rocket to send a satellite into orbit after
the spacecraft stopped sending data to
ground control shortly after l iftoff.  A
pricey ultra-high-tech satellite launched in
February last year to search for X-rays
emanating from black holes and galaxy
clusters but was ultimately abandoned
after researchers said contact with it had
been lost. —AFP 
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PARIS: Smoking cost the world economy more
than $1.4 trillion (1.3 trillion euros) in 2012, and
sucked up a twentieth of health care spending, a
study said yesterday. The killer habit consumed
the equivalent of nearly two percent of global
economic output or GDP, according to experts
from the World Health Organization (WHO) and
the American Cancer Society, with almost 40
percent of the burden falling on developing

countries. These included a $422 billion price tag
for treatment and hospitalization, as well as indi-
rect costs from labor lost to illness and death.

“Smoking imposes a heavy economic burden
throughout the world, particularly in Europe and
North America, where the tobacco epidemic is
most advanced,” said the study published in the
journal Tobacco Control. “These findings high-
light the urgent need for countries to implement

stronger tobacco control measures to address
these costs.” The authors say the study is the first
ever to include low- and middle-income coun-
tries in a more accurate estimate of the tobacco
epidemic’s total, global cost. Most previous work
has focused on rich nations.

The team used data from 152 countries repre-
senting 97 percent of the world’s smokers in
Africa, the Americas, the Eastern Mediterranean,
Europe, Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific.
They included UN and World Bank data on illness
and death attributable to smoking, national
employment rates and national GDP. In 2012, they
found, “diseases caused by smoking accounted
for 12 percent (2.1 million) of all deaths among
working age adults aged 30-69 with the highest
proportion in Europe and the Americas.”

Public health threat    
Almost 40 percent of the global economic cost

was borne by low- and middle-income countries-
a quarter by Brazil, Russia, India and China alone.
China consumes over a third of the world’s ciga-
rettes and has a sixth of the global smoking death
toll. The researchers said the real cost was likely
much higher. They did not include data on the
health and economic harm caused by second-
hand smoke inhalation, or by smokeless forms of
tobacco use, such as chewing.  —AFP 
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WASHINGTON: A group of demonstrators calling for reproductive justice march through a crowd of anti-abortion protesters outside the US
Supreme Court building during the 43rd annual March for Life in Washington, DC. —AFP

CHILE: A handout image released by the European Southern Observatory shows
a collection of highlights taken from a new infrared image of the Orion, a
molecular cloud from VISTA telescope, where many curious structures are clear-
ly seen, including the red jets from very young stars, dark clouds of dust and
even tiny images of very distant galaxies. —AFP

SINGAPORE: Various brand of cigarettes are displayed at a shop in Singapore yesterday. —AFP 
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